We present a generic digit serial method (DSM) to compute the digits of a real number V . Bounds on these digits, and on the errors in the associated estimates of V formed from these digits, are derived. To illustrate our results, we derive such bounds for a parameterized family of high-radix algorithms for division and square root. These bounds enable a DSM designer to determine, for example, whether a given choice of parameters allows rapid formation and rounding of its approximation to V .
SCALING
The DSM considered here assume that V 2 ð0; 1Þ, so the leading digit of V is known to be the first fraction digit. For this assumption to be true, it may be necessary to scale the problem. Scaling is a three step process: (1) reduce the general problem to simpler problem by scaling, (2) determine the result of the simpler problem, and (3) reconstruct the general result from the result of the simpler problem.
For completeness, we briefly describe well-known scalings for division and square root of positive normalized finite precision binary floating-point numbers. Here, a positive normalized finite precision binary floating-point number is a real value of the form s2 e composed of a normalized significand s ¼ 1 þ f=2 k , an integer exponent e, and a fraction f=2 k where f is a non-negative integer less than 2 k for some positive integer k.
Scaling for division. Consider the computation of the quotient Q ðs x 2 ex Þ=ðs y 2 ey Þ where s x and s y are normalized finite precision binary significands, and e x and e y are integers. Scaling reduces the computation of Q to the computation of a related quotient V 2 ð0; 1Þ, a DSM is used to compute V , and Q is reconstructed from the value of V . One possible scaling uses the reduction V X=Y where ðX; Y Þ ðs x =2; s y Þ; so X 2 ½1=2; 1Þ, Y 2 ½1; 2Þ, and V 2 ð1=4; 1Þ. After the DSM determines V , the final result is reconstructed as follows:
Scaling for square-root. Consider the computation of the square root R ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
where s x is a normalized finite precision binary significand and e x is an integer. Scaling reduces the computation of R to the computation of a related square root V 2 ð0; 1Þ, a DSM is used to compute V , and R is reconstructed from the value of V . One possible scaling uses the reduction
where X s x =4 even e x s x =2 odd e x ;
& so X 2 ½1=4; 1Þ and V 2 ½1=2; 1Þ. After the DSM determines V , the final result is reconstructed as follows:
even e x 2 ðexþ1Þ=2 odd e x :
( For both division and square root, scaling has reduced the original problem to the computation of a value V 2 ð0; 1Þ, combined with integer additions that determine the associated exponent.
BASIC DSM
Consider the following mixed-radix representation of a real number V
where 1 8i 2 N > 0 : B i b 1 b 2 . . . b i . We always assume that fv i g 1 i¼1 is a sequence of integers (called digits), and that fb i g 1 i¼1 is a sequence of integers (called radices or bases), each 2 or greater. If B 0 1, then 8i 2 N : B iþ1 ¼ b iþ1 B i . As illustrated in Section 8 for square root, a DSM utilizing a mixed-radix, rather than fixed-radix, representation offers additional control over the upper bounds on the magnitudes of the digits it produces. Ercegovac and Muller [6] have also demonstrated the benefits of using a mixed-radix representation for real and complex division.
A DSM accumulates the terms of the series for V serially. Start with an accumulator initialized to 0. The terms involving the digits v 1 ; v 2 ; v 3 ; . . . are then consecutively added to the accumulator. The values of the accumulator after each digit is added defines the head sequence fH i g 1 i¼0 where
Associated with each head H i is the tail T i defined as
Intuitively, H i is the approximation to the target result V that has been computed after step i, while T i is the error in this approximation normalized by B i ; here T i =B i is analogous to a floating-point value s2 e with T i $ s and 1=B i $ 2 e . This definition of the tails provides the invariant 8i 2 N :
We can summarize the above as follows:
Digit selection. In the recurrence
As we shall see in Section 4, if the digits satisfy 8k ! 2 : jv k j < b k , a simple algorithm can be used to accumulate the digits. If this condition holds then jT iþ1 j, the distance between b iþ1 T i and v iþ1 , is at most 1. Consequently, a plausible choice for v iþ1 is an integer near b iþ1 T i . We therefore introduce digit selection functions 8i 2 N > 0 : DSF i : R ! Z that "round" their real argument to a nearby integer, so 8i 2 N : v iþ1 DSF iþ1 ðb iþ1 T i Þ. Paired with any digit selection function DSF is the complementary digit selection function coDSF : R ! R defined as 8z 2 R : coDSFðzÞ z À DSFðzÞ:
Note that jcoDSFðzÞj is the distance between z and DSFðzÞ, or equivalently the error in approximating z by DSFðzÞ. It makes sense, then, to classify digit selection functions by the maximum value of jcoDSFðzÞj for all z. Observe that the round-to-nearest integer function is an element of RNIðVÞ whenever V ! 1=2. Suppose DSF 2 RNIðVÞ, so 8z 2 R : DSFðzÞ 2 ½z À V; z þ V \ Z. The closed interval ½z À V; z þ V always contains at least one integer because its length 2V is at least 1. For example, when 1=2 V < 1, this interval contains one and sometimes two integers.
The ideas underlying exclusion zones [7] for division and square root suggest how the definition of RNIðVÞ might be modified so it is nonempty for V < 1=2. Suppose, for example, that a digit selection function's argument is never closer than a distance to a half-integer (half an odd integer). Let F be R after open intervals of radius centered at each half-integer have been removed (excluded). Then RNIðVÞ should be defined as the collection of all digit selection functions DSF : F ! Z such that 8z 2 F : jcoDSFðzÞ j V. For example, the round-to-nearest integer function satisfies this requirement when V ¼ 1=2 À . Proof. Since 8x : jcoDSFðxÞj V and v ¼ DSFðzÞ, applying the triangle inequality yields
The result follows by applying the floor function to the inequality and using the fact that v is an integer. t u
Procedure DSM_BASIC in Fig. 1 is the result of combining the information presented above. 2 The digit selection function can change with each iteration, all that is supposed is that 8i > 0 : DSF i 2 RNIðV i Þ. For this algorithm, bounds on the absolute error jT i j=B i in the estimate H i of V , and on the digit v i , are easy to derive. We know that
and so applying Theorem 3.2 yields the digit bounds
& When the sequence fV i g 1 i¼1 is bounded, so too is the tail sequence fT i g 1 i¼0 . The following result proves that the head sequence converges to V if the tail sequence is bounded. Theorem 3.3. Let V and fb i g 1 i¼1 be given as described in Fig. 1 . If the sequence fT i g 1 i¼0 is bounded, then the sequence fH i g 1 i¼0 converges to V .
Proof. Suppose the sequence fT i g 1 i¼0 is bounded, i.e., 8i 2 N : jT i j Q for some constant Q. Because 8i 2 N :
ON-THE-FLY TECHNIQUE
On-the-fly techniques were first introduced by Ercegovac and Lang [9] , [10] and further studied by Frougny [11] . When the 2. See the description of radix-conversion in [8] .
technique applies, it offers an efficient way to accumulate the (integer) digits generated by a DSM. The binary on-the-fly technique can be described as follows. We assume integers are represented using two's complement notation, and that 8i 2
First, no accumulation is needed to form
Adding v i =B i to H iÀ1 creates a carry chain whose length can be nearly the bit-width of H iÀ1 . The goal of the on-the-fly technique is to eliminate this addition and its associated carry chain.
The simplest form of the on-the-fly technique assumes that 8i ! 2 :
and so
where A i B i H i . Consider Fig. 2 which illustrates the alignment of b i A iÀ1 and the sign-extended form of v i when m i ¼ 4; note the 1 bit overlap between the leading (sign) bit of v i and the trailing bit of A iÀ1 . When interpreted as a two's complement integer, the value of the bits of the sign-extended form of v i that overlap A iÀ1 is either À1 or 0. From this observation we draw the following conclusions:
when v i 2 N: s ¼ 0 and A i is formed by concatenating the bits of A iÀ1 and the m i trailing bits of v i , and when v i < 0: s ¼ 1 and A i is formed by concatenating the bits of A iÀ1 À 1 with the m i trailing bits of v i . Consequently, if A iÀ1 and A 0 iÀ1 A iÀ1 À 1 are given, then A i can be formed by appending the m i trailing bits of v i to a selection of either A iÀ1 or A 0
iÀ1 . An analogous argument applies to the formation of A 0
where we recall that w i v i À 1 also has a ðm i þ 1Þ-bit two's complement representation. In summary, This argument can be generalized in several ways. Consider, for example, the case where the digits cover the wider range 8i ! 2 : jv i j < 2b i À 1. In this case, because ðm i þ 2Þ-bit two's complement integers range from À2b i to 2b i À 1 inclusively, each of the integers fv i À 2; v i À 1; v i ; v i þ 1g has a ðm i þ 2Þ-bit two's complement representation. Fig. 3 illustrates the addition of one of these four integers to b i A iÀ1 ; note the 2-bit overlap between that integer and b i A iÀ1 . The integer described by the bits in the overlap of the sign-extended form of the integer and b i A iÀ1 ranges from À2 to 1, inclusively. Therefore, because
we can form any one of the values fA i À 2;
To perform this addition use the 2 leading bits of the ðm i þ 2Þ-bit two's complement representation of z i to select to which of fA iÀ1 À 2; A iÀ1 À 1; A iÀ1 ; A iÀ1 þ 1g the trailing m i -bits of z i are appended.
DSM USING A PROXY
Procedure DSM_BASIC is not effective for several reasons.
First, the value of V is used to initialize T i . That's acceptable for recoding, where the algorithm converts the value of V in one form (say, binary) into another form (say, decimal). It's also acceptable in an analysis of the algorithm. It is not acceptable when actually performing a division or square root because it presupposes that the result of the computation is known before the algorithm starts.
Second, when the algorithm is applied to division or square root, the computation of the tails T i involves a nontrivial division. For example, with the invariant written as 8i 2 N :
and for the square root problem V ffiffiffiffi ffi X p that
In each of these equalities, the right-hand side can be computed via addition and multiplication of known finite precision values and the finite precision estimate H i of V . However, given these righthand sides, an unavoidable nontrivial division is required to determine the values of T i . Procedure DSM_BASIC determines the next digit v iþ1 by approximately rounding b iþ1 T i to an integer. It is plausible, then, that v iþ1 can be determined using an accurate 3 proxy T p i for T i .
3. The accuracy of an approximation is measured by its relative error. The rel-
Procedure DSM_PROXY in Fig. 4 is a template for a DSM that uses a proxy T p i for T i ; it reduces to DSM_BASIC when 8i 2 N : c i ¼ 0. We make two assumptions about the proxies fT p i g 1 i¼0 .
For analysis: The proxy T p i can be expressed as T p i ¼ ð1 þ c i ÞT i ; if T i 6 ¼ 0 then jc i j is the relative error in the approximation of T i by the proxy T p i . For implementation: The proxy T p i can be computed without knowledge of the exact values of V and T i . When this assumption is satisfied, occurrences of V and T i in DSM_PROXY can be eliminated. Examples of this elimination are presented in the following sections. For DSM_PROXY, the sequences fDSF i g 1 i¼1 and fb i g 1 i¼1 are considered to be fixed and to honor the restrictions stated in the caption. We also suppose that c i depends on V , T i , and H i ; the dependence on H i can be eliminated by applying the invariant
In summary, T iþ1 can be determined from just V and T i .
To reduce the notational load, the dependence of T i and T p i on V is represented implicitly.
Theorem 5.1 (Proxy Theorem). In DSM_PROXY suppose that for some V 2 R !0 the sequence fc i g 1 i¼0 satisfies 8i 2 N; t 2 R : jc i ðV; tÞj C i ðV; jtjÞ where C i is a non-decreasing function of its second argument. Then for that V ,
and 8i 2 N : t p i ðuÞ ð1 þ C i ðu; t i ðuÞÞÞt i ðuÞ:
Proof. Suppose that V 2 R !0 and the sequence fc i g 1 i¼0 satisfies 8i 2 N; t 2 R : jc i ðV; tÞj C i ðV; jtjÞ where C i is a non-decreasing function of its second argument.
We inductively prove that 8i 2 N : jT i j t i ðV Þ as follows. The base case is true jT 0 j ¼ V ¼ t 0 ðV Þ. For the inductive step assume that jT i j t i ðV Þ for some i 2 N. We know T p i ¼ ð1 þ c i ðV; T i ÞÞT i , so application of the triangle inequality yields:
Next, apply the assumption that jc i ðV; tÞj C i ðV; jtjÞ, where C i is a non-decreasing function of its second argument, to continue this inequality as follows.
This completes the induction.
With the bounds on 8i 2 N : jT i j t i ðV Þ established, the bounds on 8i 2 N : jT p i j are obtained as follows. For each i 2 N: Each p 2 P is a convex function because on R > 0 its second derivative is non-negative. Among the elements of P are each nonnegative constant function as well as the identity function n where 8u 2 R > 0 : nðuÞ ¼ u. We also have these closure properties: for p; q 2 P the functions p=n, p þ q, pq 2 P. Proof. Let the assumptions of this corollary hold. We first prove inductively that t i 2 P for each i 2 N. The base case is true because t 0 ¼ n 2 P. For the inductive step let t i 2 P for some i 2 N. By assumption F i ðt i Þ 2 P, so by the closure properties
2 P, and this completes the inductive argument. Next, consider t p i for any i 2 N. By assumption F i ðt i Þ 2 P because t i 2 P, so by the closure properties
Let ½a; b be a closed subinterval of R > 0 . Because functions in P are convex, we know [12] that t i and t p i attain their maximum on ½a; b at either a or b. t u
Combining the Theorem 3.2 with Corollary 5.3 yields for each i 2 N and V 2 ½a; b that jT i j t i and jv iþ1 j bb iþ1 t p i þ V iþ1 c:
The formalization of the Proxy Theorem using the HOL Light theorem prover is presented in Section 10. 
DSM FOR DIVISION
As discussed in Section 2, we consider the computation of V X=Y where X 2 ½1=2; 1Þ and Y 2 ½1; 2Þ. Procedure DSM_DIV in Fig. 5 is an effective DSM that computes V ; it uses an approximation gðY Þ of 1=Y obtained from, say, a lookup table. (Microprocessors often have an approximate reciprocal instruction.) The relative error in this approximation at Y is jsðY Þj where s : ½1; 2Þ ! R is defined so that 8Y 2 ½1; 2Þ : gðY Þ ð1 þ sðY ÞÞ=Y:
We assume 8Y 2 ½1; 2Þ : jsðY Þj S for some constant S.
Reintroduce into DSM_DIV the recursive computation of T i as in DSM_PROXY, and with it the invariant 8i 2 N : V ¼ H i þ T i =B i . As described in Section 5, from this invariant we find that
TheR i are called partial remainders for division and admit, for all i 2 N, the identity:
We conclude that the partial remaindersR i form one solution of the recurrenceR
The R i computed by DSM_DIV form another solution of this recurrence. Because this recurrence has a unique solution, we conclude that 8i 2 N :
The approximate identity gðY ÞY % 1 allows division by Y to be replaced, approximately, by multiplication by gðY Þ. Recall that 8i 2 N :
A short computation shows that 8i 2 N :
so the Proxy Theorem 5.1 can be applied with 8i 2 N : c i ðV; tÞ sðY Þ and 8i 2 N : C i ðV; tÞ S because 8i 2 N : jc i ðV; tÞj jsðY Þj S C i ðV; jtjÞ:
Clearly 8i 2 N; p 2 P : F i ðpÞ ¼ S 2 P, so Corollary 5.3 applies. We conclude that 8i 2 N : jT i j t i t i ð1Þ and 8i 2 N : jT p i j t p i t p i ð1Þ because each t i and t p i is a non-negative increasing linear function on ½1=4; 1Þ.
DSM FOR SQUARE ROOT
As discussed in Section 2, we consider the computation of V ffiffiffiffi ffi X p for X 2 ½1=4; 1Þ. Procedure DSM_SQRT in Fig. 6 is an effective DSM that computes V ; it uses an approximation gðXÞ of 1= ffiffiffiffi ffi X p . (Microprocessors often have an approximate reciprocal square root instruction.) The relative error in this approximation at X is jsðXÞj where s : ½1=4; 1Þ ! R is defined so that 8X 2 ½1=4; 1Þ : gðXÞ ð1 þ sðXÞÞ= ffiffiffiffi ffi X p :
We assume 8X 2 ½1=4; 1Þ : jsðXÞj S for some constant S. Reintroduce into DSM_SQRT the recursive computation of T i as in DSM_PROXY, and with it the invariant 8i 2 N : V ¼ H i þ T i =B i . As described in Section 5, from this invariant we find that
TheR i are called partial remainders for square root and admit, for all i 2 N, the identity:
We conclude that the partial remaindersR i form one solution of the recurrencẽ
The R i computed by DSM_SQRT form another solution of this recurrence. Because this recurrence has a unique solution, we conclude that 8i 2 N :
The proxy T p i for T i is obtained by dividing R i by an approximation of ðV þ H i Þ=2. We argue that the approximate identity 8i 2 N : m i gðXÞðV þ H i Þ=2 % 1 holds where m i ðif i ¼ 0 then 2 else 1Þ;
because gðXÞV % 1, H 0 ¼ 0, and we expect 8i 2 N > 0 : H i % V . This approximate identity allows division by ðV þ H i Þ=2 to be replaced with multiplication by m i gðXÞ, so the proxy T p i for T i is 8i 2 N : T p i m i gðXÞR i :
(The invariant tells us that
& because m 0 ð1 À T 0 =ð2VB 0 ÞÞ ¼ 1, and so the Proxy Theorem 5.1 can be applied using 
& Note that the first term S also occurs in C i for division. Clearly 8i 2 N; p 2 P : F i ðpÞ 2 P, so Corollary 5.3 applies and we conclude that jT i j t i maxðt i ð1=2Þ; t i ð1ÞÞ and jT p i j t p i maxðt p i ð1=2Þ; t p i ð1ÞÞ.
APPLICATION
The results displayed in Table 1 describe the evolution of the bounds on the tails, tail proxies, and digits for the DSM algorithms for division and square root presented in the previous two sections. In this table the reciprocal and reciprocal root approximations are characterized by S 2 À9 , and all digit selection functions belong to RNIðVÞ for V 5=8. (The PN 2 or PNQ recoders discussed in [13] provide such digit selection functions.) The table displays results for two choices of b-sequence:
; b 4 g f2 7 ; 2 7 ; 2 7 ; 2 7 g, and fb 1 ; b 2 ; b 3 ; b 4 g f2 7 ; 2 5 ; 2 7 ; 2 7 g. for each of division and square root. For each of these we obtain from Corollary 5.3, with n the identity function, that
while for square root
& For any given value of V , we know the value of t 0 and so we can compute F 0 ðt 0 ÞðV Þ and then t p 0 ðV Þ. This pattern is repeated for i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4 in succession; compute t i ðV Þ, then F i ðt i ÞðV Þ and t p i ðV Þ. From Corollary 5.3 we obtain 8i 2 N; V 2 ½a; b; t i ðV Þ t i maxðt i ðaÞ; t i ðbÞÞ; and 8i 2 N; V 2 ½a; b; t p i ðV Þ t p i maxðt p i ðaÞ; t p i ðbÞÞ;
where ½a; b ½1=4; 1 for division and ½a; b ½1=2; 1 for square root. Finally, for i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4:
jT i j t i ; and jv i j bb i t p iÀ1 þ Vc:
Observe that, for square root, the first b-sequence leads to an upper bound on jT 2 j that is larger than 1, and so the bound on jv 3 j is larger than 2 b 3 ¼ 2 7 ¼ 128. For the second b-sequence, obtained from the first b-sequence by decreasing b 2 from 2 7 to 2 5 , we find that jv i j < 2 b i for 2 i 4 as well as jT 4 j < 1; so the simplest form of on-the-fly accumulation of the digits can be applied. The reason why the reduction of b 2 from 2 7 to 2 5 is effective can be explained by the fact that
From the corresponding example for division we know
The third term contains the ratio b 2 =b 1 , so when b 2 is reduced from 2 7 to 2 5 the contribution of this third term is reduced by a factor of 4.
We performed additional experiments using a spreadsheet implementation of the DSM for division and square root that expand on the results presented in Table 1 . For specified values of the inputs (X and Y for division, X for square root), the spreadsheet computed the slack s i v max i À jv i j where v max i is the upper bound on jv i j as discussed at the end of Section 5. The spreadsheet's optimizer was used to determine inputs that made s i small, i.e., made jv i j close to v max i . For both division and square root, and for each i 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g, the optimizer was able to find inputs that made jv i j at least 96 percent of v max i .
CONCLUSION
This paper has not assumed special properties of the digit selection functions or reciprocal approximations. Nor has it described specific digit selection functions; however see [4] , [5] , [13] , [14] , [15] .
The analysis presented here extends to higher roots. For example, for the cube root V ¼ X 1=3 , from T i ¼ B i ðV À H i Þ it follows that
The partial remainders R i B i ðX À H 3 i Þ=3 satisfy a two-term recurrence. Also, if n i ¼ ðif i == 0 then 3 else 1Þ and gðXÞ % X À2=3 , then T p i n i gðXÞR i is a natural choice as the proxy for T i because n i gðXÞðV 2 þ VH i þ H 2 i Þ=3 % 1. Prescaled division, first presented by Svoboda [16] , is also covered by the analysis presented here. Prescaled division computes X 0 gðY ÞX and Y 0 gðY ÞY ¼ 1 þ sðY Þ before the for-loop; note that X 0 =Y 0 ¼ X=Y . Inside the for-loop, the expressions
for the partial remainder and the invariant become, after multiplication by gðY Þ,
The advantage of prescaled division is that, at a cost of two multiplications outside the for-loop, no multiplication inside the for-loop is needed to form the proxy T p i .
HOL LIGHT VERIFICATION
The proofs of the Proxy Theorem, its Corollary and the applications to division and square root, including verification of some concrete error bounds for particular instances, have been formally checked using the HOL Light theorem prover [1] ; for the details see [17] . In this statement the ampersand '&' is the injection from natural numbers to reals, so can more or less be ignored. The variable names in the theorem correspond closely to those in the informal statement except that T is here called Tl to avoid a clash with the constant T (Boolean 'true'). Subscripts are treated just as (additional) function arguments, as usual in formal treatments. Also, to avoid confusion, u instead of V is used as the argument of the functions t i ðV Þ and t p i ðV Þ. The overall statement is an implication with a conjunct of hypotheses and a conjunct of three conclusions. The first few hypotheses correspond directly to those of the theorem (that V is nonnegative, that DSF returns a suitable approximation etc.) while the remainder give explicit hypothetical recursion equations for the defined/computed quantities. (Note that the existence of functions satisfying these recursion equations is easy to prove as they are all primitive recursive, so there is no danger of the theorem's holding vacuously -one could indeed state their existence as part of the conclusion.) The conclusion (consequent of the implication) is that the loop invariant and the bounds then hold as claimed. It is perhaps noteworthy/amusing that the main quantities (i.e., all variables except subscript i) are all taken to be arbitrary reals, and the fact that many quantities are integers plays no role in the formal proof.
